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To Inquire about having your own unique gem cut, or to place an order: :

Email: stinsons@gemservice.com
Click on Back Arrow at top of page to return to main page.
“Texas Lone Star Reflection Cut” Blue Topaz
This was a custom cut gem, now in a private collection.. Flawless and
measuring approx 11 mm and weighing in at approx 7.50 ct., it was priced at
$480. I design each star a little different, so every piece is one-of-a-kind. I
have many designs and rough available rough for custom cutting your star!
This cut is doubly reflected. The second star shows between the legs of the
first one you see. The long kite shapes in the legs of the star wink on and off
as the gem is rotated! Be aware! This beauty will pull you into the blue light!

Imperial Topaz concave cut.
Just finished cutting this beauty. Quite a rare color. A GIA certified gem. Depending on source there are mixed
opinions on color. Some say it needs to be viewed in incandescent light – like the photo on left. Others say sunlight or
5000K light like the one on the right which is taken in sunlight is a red orange. Either way, this gem is awesome.
Weighing 2.16 ct and measuring 8.25 x 6.96 x 5.11 mm, it is concave cut and eye clean!
Provenance: I purchased the rough in a parcel back in 1985. Photo of the original crystal and Stinson’s COA also
included. I have a few more imperial topaz xyls to cut. Please inquire. Regular Price $4500 ON SALE SOLD

“The jump to Light Speed”
One-Of-A-Kind! Blue Topaz 15.62 ct Flawless Gem with concave and
Fantasy Cuts. Approx 14.11 x 15.39 x 7.06 mm.

Private collection. Inquire to

have your own fantasy cut !

Paypal and certified check payments ship immediately. Personal checks must clear
before we ship. If you are not completely satisfied after receiving your shipment,
return it within 7 days after receipt for a full refund, excluding shipping.
Note: Items must be returned in the same condition as received.
EMAIL US: stinsons@gemservice.com
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